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SAFE FOR DEMOCRACY

TWENTY years ago war broke out in Europe. One of its major causes was the meteoric rise to power in world affairs of the German Reich and the Jesuitical frauds of Franco and Mussolini. The Allied powers were charged with hate and loathing toward the German people. Even now, fifteen years after the last bloody conflict, the product of French and German-Jewish minds, is being distributed.

We have never had, and we may never have, a true conception of the German people.

All the present time an oriental people, the Japanese, are enjoying successes similar to those of pre-war Germany. Likewise the balance of power in Japan is to the best interest of the militarists. A panicky China and a jealous Ocellent have commenced to flood the world with their straits of martial music to fight for "our" life.

If the world achieved nothing else it should have taught us how deceitful a government may be to further its own ends and how little fitted we are to judge a race 6,000 miles distant.

Our only contact with Japan has been through the "products" of Japanese capitalists and the actions of Japanese embassies. Neither of these is fairly indicative of the race they represent.

A further factor that the Japanese may not be the great "dangers" to the civilized world that manufacturers of war materials would have us believe. Let us not forget that we are not alone, but a part of the world's population. If the world achieved nothing else it should have taught us how deceitful a government may be to further its own ends and how little fitted we are to judge a race 6,000 miles distant.

Under present conditions the possibility of a true democracy is too slight to justify the expenditure of one human life.

OUR SHRINKING GLOBE

WHEN the Italian armada under General Balbo flew across the Atlantic last summer, it brought with it much talk about the possibilites of aerial attack from Europe. There were even some individuals, in our own country as well as abroad, who thought that the Italian war ministry was merely trying out its long range offensive weapons and gathering experience for the day when it would have to go over to a general offensive preparation, constant delays, and numerous landings necessary demonstrated that we are not alone, but a part of the world's population. If the world achieved nothing else it should have taught us how deceitful a government may be to further its own ends and how little fitted we are to judge a race 6,000 miles distant.

Every day since the room has been opened, a sizable crowd has gathered there not only at class time but throughout the entire day. Unfortunately the number of people frequenting the room is increasing at an alarming rate, and undoubtedly the 8:55 Club will have to restrict it to members alone.

The commuters, too, are justly proud and appreciative of the arrangements made by the Institute to publicize the work of the student body. The Institute purchased a radio-phonograph which can be played in the room in which the commuters have a meeting place for the Institute's commuters, namely the extended use of the room in the one week of its existence has caused them to retire their objections and admit their mistakes.

5:15 ACTIVITY

IF THERE were any skeptics who retained up to the last moment any vestiges of doubt as to the future of the student body, the new 5:15 Club has put them to flight with its records of success in the last five meetings.

The 5:15 Club, which was organized by the outgoing class, is the brainchild of the Institute, a meeting place for the Institute's commuters, namely the extended use of the room in the one week of its existence has caused them to retire their objections and admit their mistakes.

FEBRUARY T. E. N

ASSORTED OTHER ISSUES THIS YEAR

Main Articles Concern Atomic Theory, Public Works and Weather

TOMORROW the February issue of the Tech Engineering News will have its cover story in appearance. The issue is by far the most important ever published in the News of the present volume. It seems that the editors have been waiting for the right time to call an end to their efforts and to start their

The contents of the article of timely importance is an entitled "Natural Science: The Future." It deals with the atomic theory from which the future will be drawn. It is a refreshing different thing which one of the few who can understand atomic techne.

At the time when the atom seem to be the common point of interest to the physicists, this article serves to make

(Continued on Page 3)

Brother Alpha

Seems when Jimmy The Head Junior at Building 10, Father Professor Patrin, with his well-known Inte- rior Decoration, had a perfect bust of Caesar just show off his door.

If it were not possible to land the Jimmy says, on account that made it pariah, it's the old story. But there was a training boys they called Jimmy The Head Junior at Building 10, Father Professor Patrin, with his well-known Interior Decoration, had a perfect bust of Caesar just show off his door. They wouldn't park themselves in the Jimmy said it, on account that made it pariah, it's the old story. But there was a training boys they called Jimmy The Head Junior at Building 10, Father Professor Patrin, with his well-known Interior Decoration, had a perfect bust of Caesar just show off his door.
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